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PROBLEM5
DERIVATION OF CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR MACROSCOPICSTRESS-STRAIN PROCESSES
AND THE
INTERPRETATION OF SEISMOGRAMSIN UNDERGROUNDCOAL MINING
1• INTRODUcrORY COMMENTS
Two problems were examined for the Australian Coal Industry Research
Laboratories (ACIRL). They were
ACIRL #1: Derivation of consti tuti ve equations defining macroscopic
stress-strain processes in rocks.
and
ACIRL 112: Inversion of seismogram data in the interpretation of the wave
guide characteristi cs of coal seams.
At the ini tial presentation of the problems on the Monday, the background
to and moti vation for the first problem was gi ven by ACIRL's representati ve,
Or Peter Hornby.
Though the questions it raised are important industrially, the problem
was very difficult because of its speculative nature and the large number of
possible attacks on it that could be made. The organisers of the Study Group
were not sure that sui table people would be present to work on the problem at
the meeting, hence another problem (ACIRL 112) was also prepared in case the
discussion on ACIRL 111 turned out to be sterile.
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Although more than 10 delegates participated in the initial discussions
of ACIRL 111 on the Tuesday morning, it was quickly appreciated that there was
greater interest in the second problem. Abstracts for both had been circu-
lated in advance to attendees. The presentation for ACIRL It2 was, therefore,
gi ven by Dr Peter Hornby before lunch on the Tuesday. Thereafter, attention
concentrated on ACIRL 112, although informal discussions on ACIRL 111 occurred
regularly throughout the week.
2. ACIRL #1
2.1 Background and motivation
One of the activities of ACIRL is to assess, for different coal mining
groups, the consequences of various mining operations at locations either
being mined or being considered for mining. The aim is to predict how the
mining operation should proceed to ensure excavation stability, to control the
ons et of non-recover abl e deformati on of the shaft, to minimi ze surface sub-
sidence, etc. But, such assessments can only be reduced to a routine activity
if the whole process is computerized so that the changing geology with loca-
tion can be modelled rapidly and semi-automatically.
To achieve such a goal, the first step is to derive the appropriate con-
stitutive equations. It is within the context of their derivation that
ACIRL"s firs t probl em ari ses.
Because the mining operation is on a scale which is orders of magnitude
larger than that of the experimentally deri ved consti tuti ve laws for the
relevant stress-strain relationship, it is necessary to modify and supplernent
these experimental and microscopic results in order to obtain constitutive
equati ons whi ch appl y on the macr os cropi c s cal e of the mini ng operati on.
Beca use fract ur i ng and f aul ti ng must be allowed for when modell ing a mini ng
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activity, it is not simply a matter of constructing, on a suitably fine grid,
an algori thin based on the experimental stress-strain relationship. The frac-
turing and faulting must be built into the computational process in sane
expl i ci t way.
In ACIRL's situation, such an approach is not a viable proposition. The
requirement to work with modest computer resources forces the need to work
computationally on a macroscopic scale representati ve of the mining operation;
and, thereby, poses the key question: how should the experimental laws, the
fracturing and faulting processes, and other appropriate factors be combined
to generate constitutive laws appropriate for modelling the mining operation
on the macroscopic scale?
In the Abstract for this problem circulated prior to the Mathematics-in-
Industry Study Group, the possibility was suggested of using statistical (s to-
chasti c) modelling to deri ve the required equations.
2.2 A sl.IIIIIIaryof HISG deliberations
Fran the formulate-+solve-+interpret point of view of applied mathematics,
the examination of ACIRL III reduced to essentially a process of formulation.
Deliberation therefore concentrated on a discussion of alternative strategies
by which the desired constitutive equations could be derived. They included:
1. An examination of the approach taken by the Oxford Study Group when they
considered a similar problem. This material was supplied by Dr Chris
Coleman.
2. The util ity and limi tati ons of the bl ocki ng methods, whi en wer e exami ned
in sane detail. Such methods are used by structural engineers to predict
f aul ti ng beha vi our in the walls of mine shafts.
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The walls of the shaft are parti tioned into large macroscopic blocks
which are then moved according to pre-determined rules and assumed ini-
tial forces. In their simplest form, only Newton's equations of motion
are taken as the consti tuti ve equations for the blocks. Deformation of
the blocks is ignored. Crmput at I onally, thi s poses diff i cul ti es , as con-
straints must be invoked which ensure that the blocks move as solid
bodies relative to each other. If deformation is incorporated into the
modelling, then the resulting consti tuti ve equations correspond to the
discreti zation of an initial value problan for stiff ordinary differen-
tial equations, and behave accordingly computationally.
Efforts to modify blocking methods, in order to circumvent such dif-
ficul ties, lead back to a fini te elanent description and an examination
of the questions which are at the core of the ACIRL III problan.
3. The potential for developing a stochastic model of the Weibull type was
considered. Weibull mode.ll ed tensile failure of a specimen by consider-
ing a number of random elanents in series. For compressive stress, how-
ever, there is an important non-elastic deformation prior to failure.
The following crude model with the desired features was suggested. A
number of elanents are placed in parallel. Each is perfectly elastic
with modulus E, but they fail at different compressive strains. Let P(e:)
denote the probability of failure at strain c and assume that the ele-
ments do not interact. Then the total stress 0 of the combined system
has expected value
<0> = Edl-P(e:)} - [EO£ as £->0
as £->""
The model also predicts variation among specimens - a des Lr abl e , probably
vital, feature of a useful model. Work continues on more realistic
models and their comparison wi th data on laboratory specimens.
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3. ACIRL 12
3. 1 Background and moti vati on
The mechanization of coal mining has reached the point where, under
favourable circumstances, vast quantities of underground coal can be mined
inexpensively. The challenge is to locate, at minimal cost, coal deposits
with favourable mining characteristics: good quality, reasonably thick and
fairly uniform seams of coal with relati vely strong roofs and floors extending
over areas of the orders of square kilanetres.
Drilling programs are used to locate seams of a suitable thickness and
quality. However, because direct observation through drilling is too expen-
sive, it cannot be used to make the more detailed assessment of seam charac-
teri sti cs necessar y for pl, anni ng mini ng operati ons . Thi s must be done usi ng
information collected about the seam fran the indirect measurement techniques
of geophysical exploration.
The economi c advantages associ ated wi th the col l ecti on of such i ndi rect
measurements must be offset against the greater mathemati cal and computational
sophistication required in their analysis and interpretation. In particular,
because the resulting mathemati cal models will be improperly posed, and the
degree of ill-posedness is proportional to the indirectness of the measure-
ments, it is crucial to use measurements which exploit the problem context to
the fullest.
Because the characteristics of interest are seam geometry (possibly modi-
f ied by the pres ence of bor e hol es and even the res ul ts of earl ier mini ng
operations) and the mechanical properti es of the rock, reflection and
transmission of seismic waves generated and observed in the seam represent the
closest coupling which can be achi eve d between indirect geophysical measure-
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ments and the information desired.
3.2 Problem description
Because the elastic properties of coal are substantially different fran
the sandstone rock which generally forms the roofs and floors of coal seams
(elastic wave velocities are higher in sandstone than in coal), the seam acts
as a wave guide for the seismic (elastic) waves generated in it (see Fig. 1).
Thus, because of the mechanical nature of the seam characteristics and
the existence of previOUSly drilled bore holes (even earlier mining operations
in sane situations), the reflection and transmission of seismic waves gen-
erated and observed in the seam represent the closest coupling which can be
achieved between indirect geophysical measurements and the seam characteris-
ti cs of i nt er es t •
In transmission seismology, the elastic waves generated by an explosion
in the seam are observed as seismograms or geophones placed in the available
boreholes about the source of the explosion (see Figure 2). Because the coal
seam acts as a dispersive medium in which the longer period waves travel fas-
ter than the shorter period ones, the observed seismograms appear as a
dispersed wave train (see Figure 2). The first arrivals on the seismograms
correspond to the surface waves which have mainly travelled along the roof
(floor) of the seam and can therefore be used to determine the seismic wave
velocities for the materials in the roof (floor). If the material in the roof
and floor are the same and have homogeneous isotropic properties, then (see
Figure 2)
Vi z d/ti, i=1 ,2,3, ... ,
represent independent estimates of the SH seismic wave velocity VSH' and
thereby yield constraints on the possible values of Ilr and Pr'
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Figure 1. A rectilinear wave guide model of a coal seam. Often it can be
assumed that ~ = uf and Pr = Pf' (Here, ~ is the rigidity and P is thedensity). ForrSH waves with velocity VSH' the Lame relationships yield
'"VSH = (~/Pr) 2
In the lower diagram, the condition for constructive interference is
~(e) = nA where n is an integer and A is the wavelength of the wave forming
the wave front.
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Figure 2. Seismograms of transmitted waves showing distances to geophones
in bore holes d1, d2, d3, ... , times of first arrivals of the detonation
pulse of the explosion ti, t2, t3, .. , and the Airy phase.
A detailed analysis of the dispersive characteristics of the wave trains
which make up the seismogram can be used to determine information about the
properties of the seam through which the waves have travelled. The point of
common contact between the indirect measurements contained in the seismograms
and the characteristics of the seam is the group velocity curve (as a function
of frequency) which characterizes the dispersive properties of the medium
through which the waves have passed (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The phase group veloci ty curves represent the poi nt of common con-
tact between the rectilinear wave guide model of the coal seam and the infor-
matiO? contained in the seismograms of the transmitted SH waves. The phase
velocity V can be determined in terms of the parameters which define the rec-
tilinear mgdel, while estimates of the group veloci ty V can be obtained fran
an analysis of the dispersive structure of the seismggrams. The phase and
group veloci ti es thereby obtai ned can be related to each other through the
standard formulas for these velocities, viz.
V c dwldk, V = w/k,
g P
where k and w denote the wave number and frequency of the particular wave
under examination.
On the one hand, a mathematical analysis of the propagation characteris-
tics of wave guides can be used to relate the elastic and geometric parameters
of the seam to the phase velocity of the waves generated by constructive
interference (see Krey (1963), Buchanan (1978)). These waves correspond to
the standing wave (separation of variable) solution of the wave equation which
monel s the wave propagation in the seam. The standard definitions for phase
and group veloci ties can then be used to relate these parameters to the group
velocity curve for the elastic waves which propagate in the seam.
On the other hand, since the seismograms only see the elastic waves which
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can propagate in the seam (due to constructive interference), data analysis
techniques can be applied to them to extract information about their group
velocity as a function of frequency (see Dziewonski et a1. (1969), Dziewonski
& Hales (1972)). The quality of this information will depend heavily on the
data rate used to record the seisanograms, and the number and distribution of
the geophones.
Thus, the second pr obl en posed by ACIRL has a two-fold character:
i. Identify specific features of the group velocity curve whi ch constrain
particular characteristics in the model of the coal seam being used.
ii. Analyse the standard and develop new techniques for extracting informa-
tion about specific features of the group velocity curve fran the s et smo-
gram.
To illustrate, consider the velocity and frequency of the Airy phase,
which corresponds to the wave packet defined by the minimun on a group velo-
ci ty cur ve. With res pect to (i), the Airy phas e i nformati on is known to con-
strain seam thickness. For example, it is known that the wavelength of the
Airy phase of the fundamental Love mode is always greater than the seam thick-
ness f or all vel oci ty contras ts, whil e the Airy wavel engths of the 3r d and
higher modes are less than the seam thickness, (see Greenhalgh & King, 1981).
On a seismogram, the Airy phase (normally) corresponds to the maximum
ampl.i tude component in t he wave trai n. It is the 001 y component in the wave
train for which the amplitude does not decrease due to dispersion. Thus, with
respect to (if), the velocity and frequency of the Airy phase is easily
estimated fran the seismograms. For example, the velocity can be estimated
using the same technique des cri bed above for determining the SH wave veloci ty
in the roof and floor of the seam. The frequency can be obtained fran a
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Fourier analysis of the Airy phase component in the seismograms.
3.3 Summary of HISG deliberations
Because it represents the simplest situation without hiding the essential
nature of the problem, attention concentrated on the analysis of SH seismic
waves.
For the seam model shown in Figure 1, the group veloci ty V (as a fune-
g
tion of the frequency w) of the standing wave solutions of the wave equation
for this configuration was shown to have the form (symbols defined in Figure
( ArA:lJskd
2
+ klJr (A: + A2)}/V sec 0sd)g r
2 + c2,\2)/c2c2 + A 1.2 sec2(A d)/c2}(WlJrCsAs r r r s r slJs s s
,\2 w2/c2 _ k2, 1.2 = k2 _ 2 2
s s r W /cr'
It illustrates clearly the difficulty which the solution of (L) poses. The
parameters of the seam determine V as a function of w in a highly non-linearg
way, and thereby yield a situation where there is, in general, no obvious way
in which a particular feature of the seam has a simple interpretation in terms
of the graphical structure of V as a function of w.g
Because it is not difficult to propose and examine different ways in
whi ch i nformati on about the group veloci ty as a functi on of frequency can be
extracted fran the seismograms of the transmi tted waves, the study group's
examination of (11) proved quite productive. If nothing else, it clarified a
number of points about the numerical analysis of the different methodologies
in current use. Discussions ranged over a variety of topics including
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i . An exami nati on of the advantages and di sadvantages of the standard
methods in current use. For example, if the seismograms had been
recorded at a large mmber of boreholes all close together, then standard
Fourier analysis methods could be used to recover the desired informa-
tion. Since this is not possible, the data analysis techniques which are
used aim to exploit the fact that, because of the high data rates used in
recording the seismograms, the dispersive structure of the wave train
defining a seismogram is recorded in great detail and reasonable accu-
racy.
ii. A review of Fourier (spectral) methods for the analysis of the dispersive
structure in a wave train.
iii. An examination of direct averaging of the Airy phase estimates computed
directly from each of the seismograms.
iv. Radon transform enhancement of phase front information (Ray-Chaudhury et
al., 1985). This technique is particularly suited to situations where
the phase fronts lie more or less along straight lines. The discrete
Radon transform of the ensemble of seismograms is filtered using the sem-
blance of the ensemble and the back transformed using the known discrete
inverse Radon transform to yield the enhanced wave fronts. This metho-
dology cl earl y r epr esents a s ei smi c counter part of the Wiener f il teri ng
of time series.
Other aspects of the problem were examined including resonance induced
transmission in seams of the same thickness displaced by faults.
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3. 11 Further work
Though no significant progress was made wi th (I ) at the MISG, there was
general agreement that it represented such an important aspect of the problem
that it should be pursued because of the obvious advantages which would result
if specific features of the group velocity curve could be related more
directly to characteristics in a model of a coal seam.
There was complete agreement that there was considerable scope for refin-
ing and suppl ementi ng pr esent methodologi es for extracti ng es ti mat es of
specific structure of the group velocity curve fran the seismograms. In par-
ticular, strategies for pooling the information fran transmission and reflec-
tion seismology and for SH and P-SV seismic waves needed to be developed in
order to enhance the accuracy of predictions made about seam structure.
Finally, it was clear that a better understanding of the problem depended
heavily on the need to analyse the standing wave solutions of the wave equa-
tion
c = velocity,
in non-rectilinear seams.
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